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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Bava Metzia 75b) states that one who lends money 
without witnesses transgresses: kuafn i,, tk rug hbpk, since it 
may encourage the borrower to deny the loan entirely. If so, how 
may someone employ a worker and trust him to deal with items of 
value ? Would this not be tempting the employee to steal or 
embezzle and as such, be forbidden under rug hbpk ? Obviously, 
there is no ruxht because we need not suspect an otherwise 
innocent person who has a ,uraf ,ezj of such behavior. 
However, where at all possible, such as when lending money, the 
Chachomim encouraged extra measures to cut down on the power 
of the Yetzer HoRa. The vnak vru, ,”ua (407) was asked if it was 
permitted for one to test the honesty of a household worker by 
leaving money lying around in a random way where the worker is 
sure to find it, or by sending him on an errand with more money 
than you’ve told him he has been given, to see if he succumbs to 
the temptation or not. His response was a clear and unequivocal 
“No”, since to do such things would transgress rug hbpk. What if 
an arrangement were secretly made whereby a third party 
acquired the temptation money for the benefit of the worker ? If 
the worker “failed” the test, the money had been his all along and 
as such, there would be no transgression of rug hbpk. Would that be 
permitted ?  The vnak vru, pointed out that this too would not be 
permitted, citing the Gemara (Kidushin 81b) which derives from: 
vk jkxh ’su orpv vat that where a woman vowed to be a Nazir 
and her husband nullified the vow without her knowledge, if she 
nevertheless violates the conditions of a Nazir by drinking wine 
etc.. she still requires a vrpf. In fact, the Rambam (ohrsb 12:18) 
would punish her with ,usrn ,fn for this. As such, putting the 
worker in that position where he would require a vrpf for his 
intent would still violate rug hbpk.     

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
When one collects Tzedakah for an hbg using a letter (vmknv) from 
a Rav, to whom does the letter belong, the collector or the hbg ? 

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Where should a Shul be located: in the center or edge of town ?)    
The Rashbam (Bava Basra 51a) states that in Talmudic times, 
Shuls were built at the edge of town to benefit those who lived in 
adjoining towns that were within the Techum. The vghmeu run 
(150) however held that Shuls should be in the middle of town, to 
mirror the Mishkan, which was in the center of all the Shevatim’s 
encampment.   

DIN'S CORNER:  
Although one may not eat meat or drink wine during the 9 days, 
one may use a Fleishig pot to prepare food, provided there is no 
meat in it. If one cannot eat milk products, he can eat chicken 
during this time. If a nursing woman finds that her baby will not 
be nourished well as a result of her abstention from meat, she may 
even eat regular meat.   (MB 551:63-4) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Arachin 29b) states that if one sells a field during 
the Yovel year, Rav says that the sale is effective, but the property 
reverts immediately back to the seller, and the buyer loses his 
money. Shmuel says that the sale is not effective, for if Yovel 
reverts a previously sold field, it should certainly prevent a new 
sale from taking place. A similar rationale is found in the Gemara 
(Makos 11b) which rules that if a convicted killer B’Shogeg has 
not yet entered Galus when the Kohen Gadol dies, he does not 
have to go at all. Since the Kohen Gadol’s death would have 
released him from Galus, it should certainly release him from 
going in the first place. What would Rav say about this ? Should 
he go briefly to Galus and then go free ? The Gemara (Arachin 
ibid) notes that if a man sells his daughter as a maid when she is a 
Naarah (12 years old and mature), the sale is not effective 
because a daughter who had been sold prior to her becoming a 
Naarah would go free upon becoming a Naarah. As such, selling 
her as a Naarah does not begin, which is Shmuel’s theory above, 
and Rav does not disagree. How is this different from the sale of a 
field in Yovel ? The Gemara explains that according to Rav, since 
a father loses his power to sell his daughter when she becomes a  
Naarah, his attempt to do so while she is a Naarah must fail. 
However, Yovel does not affect a man’s ability to sell his field. If 
anything, it only affects a buyer’s ability to hold onto it. As such, 
Rav would hold that the sale is somewhat effective. By the same 
token, the obligation of a killer B’Shogeg to enter Galus for his 
deed ends abruptly upon the death of the Kohen Gadol, which 
provides a Kaparah for the killer, and there can be no further 
obligation upon him of Galus for this murder. As such, Rav 
would agree that there is no momentary requirement that the killer 
experience a brief Galus before going free, similar to the 
attempted, but ineffective sale of a Naarah.    
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A man came to see the Bobover Rebbe, R’ Ben-Zion Halberstam, and 
explained how his son, who was then learning in the Bobover yeshiva, 
was very handy and that it was a waste for him not to utilize his natural 
skill and talents. He wished therefore, to take his son out of the yeshiva 
and teach him a trade. The Rebbe was disturbed by such a plan, 
particularly because this bochur happened to also be very bright and 
studious, and was definitely not wasting his time in the yeshiva. The 
Rebbe asked the father: Can you tell me the difference between gold 
and iron ? The father didn’t know what the Rebbe meant, so the Rebbe 
continued: “Gold is a material that has staying power and will not 
corrode with the passage of time. Iron on the other hand, will begin to 
decay and turn to rust if left alone. For this reason, when someone is 
described as having a sharp mind, he is said to have an pte gbzhht – (lit. 
an iron head), which, if not challenged and utilized, will soon turn to 
decay. However, when someone is naturally skillful and handy, he is said 
to possess sbgv gbgsktd (hands of gold) because that attribute will 
remain with him for a long time and he will have ample opportunity to 
develop and train at a later date. It is so with your son. If he does not 
take advantage of his intellect now, it will eventually wither away, while 
his physical skills will not suffer by waiting a while.”  
P.S. Shalosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Sternberg family.  


